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Abstract
The strategic pricing decisions of assembly products in assembly products supply chain are studied in this paper. Firstly, a two-stage
assembly products supply chain model is developed. By building Nash game model, the Nash equilibrium solution of pricing strategy of
supplier and assemblers is obtained. Next, a union decision model is built to analyze the optimal combination pricing strategy of assembly
products, and the relationship between the optimal strategies is established. The law of the changing in combination pricing strategy,
assemblers’ profits and supplier’s profit along with the variety of some characteristics has been investigated by using numerical simulation.
The results are consistent with economics principles.
Keywords: Supply chain management; Game theory; Nash equilibrium; Assembly products.

1. Introduction
Hnaien [2] suggested a genetic algorithm for supply
planning in two-level assembly system with random lead
time, and found the optimal release dates for the
components at level 2 in order to minimize the total
expected cost. On the other hand, the assembly products
supply chain is similar to Assemble-To-Order (ATO) SC,
but ATO SC aims at order, not market demand (Liang
[6]). Shao [8] addressed the strategic pricing decisions of
a decentralized assemble-to-order system, and found that
reduction of suppliers in the system does not guarantee
improvement of system performance.
In some cases, there may be one supplier who
monopolizes the price of an important component in the
market because of shortage of capital, technology or area
(Tayur [9]). For example, Intel monopolizes the mobile
CPU. The supplier will supply all assemblers with the
component at the same monopoly price, while each
assembler has to purchase other components besides this
important component. The other components are supplied
by different suppliers, so their prices will be different. In
this case, one monopoly supplier, some assemblers and
many component suppliers construct a new assembly
products SC. The assembly products SC is a common
phenomenon in IT manufacture area, but there is scanty
research on this issue.
This paper aims at making optimal decisions in
assembly products SC, and studies the equilibrium

Nowadays, with the rapid changes of market, lifecycle of
a product is becoming shorter and shorter. Product should
be adjustable in order to meet the needs of the changing
market, which has been recognized by many corporations
and researchers (Dickson [3]). In this case, assembling
products is an effective way to meet the changing needs,
especially for PC industry (Jain [5]). Assemblers can
change some components of an assembly product if
market demands change. Compared with single products,
the lifecycle of assembly product is longer and less costly.
Each assembly product has many components, which will
be supplied by some suppliers. One assembler and some
components suppliers construct an assembly products
supply chain (SC). Despite early recognition of the
importance of the SC (Cohen[2]), only in recent years
some researches were carried out for assembly products
supply chain. Wang [10] took the model of an assemblytype supply chain system as a mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP) problem, and found a composite
formulation for the system. Cai [1] built a twice
production mode of an assembly system under vendor
managed inventory, and studied the operation mechanism
of the assembly system, and got the suppliers’ optimal
inventory decisions.
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solution for each participant in Nash game and union
decision. The profit of each participant in Nash game and
union decision is explored. The rest of this paper is
organised as follows: In Section 2, an assembly products
supply chain model is built, where there is one supplier
and two assemblers. In Section 3, a Nash game model is
built for three participants making decisions based on the
supply chain model. A union model to maximize the total
profit of the SC is built in Section 4. In Section 5, the
price policy and the profits of three participants are
analyzed by using a numerical simulation and the laws of
changes in pricing strategy and profits with the variety of
some characters are obtained. Section 6 provides the
conclusions as well as suggestions for future research.

2. Assembly Products Supply Chain
The notations used in this paper are marked as
follows.
c：monopoly supplier’s marginal production cost for
a common key component.
ci：the cost of the other components of assembler i,
not including the common key component. i=1,2.
f：monopoly supplier’s wholesale price for the key
component , which is the decision-making variable for
supplier and the purchase cost for assembler.
ri：assembler’s price markup rate for product i, which
is a product marginal profit rate and the decision-making
variable for assembler. i=1,2.
Pi=(1+ ri)( f + ci)：product i retail price. i=1,2.
πi：assembler i’s profit. i=1,2.
πs：supplier’s profit.
π：total profit of the SC.
qi：the demand of product i. i=1,2.
a：the constant of market scale.
k ：the parameter of market demand function qi,
which denotes price flexibility.
b ：the parameter of market demand function qi,
which shows the extent that one product can substitute for
the other.
It is supposed that there are two assembly products
assemblers in supply chain (named as assembler 1 and 2),
such as notebook PC assemblers. They need a common
key component, such as a mobile CPU, which is supplied
by a monopoly supplier S at a price f, and the supplier
produces the component at a cost c. After obtaining the
key component, the two assemblers will purchase other
components. Because of different setting of assembly
products made by different assemblers, the costs of other
components are not the same either, c1 to assembler 1 and
c2 to assembler 2, respectively. Suppose the product
setting of assembler 2 is higher than assembler 1, then
c1<c2. After the assemblers finished products assembling,
they will distribute the products in the market at a retail

price of Pi, which is made by adding a price markup rate
r1 or r2 to the products whole cost. Because product 1’s
basic function is the same as that of product 2, they are
similar products and can substitute each other. But the
setting of product 2 is higher than product 1, such as
shape etc., they can be seen as differentiated products.
Suppose the total market scale of products 1 and 2 is 2a,
and the retail price of 1 and 2 are P1 and P2, respectively.
According to Wendell [11], the market demand for
differentiated products 1 and 2 may be:
q1=a-kP1+bP2 ; q2=a-kP2+bP1
Respectively. Among them, k and b

(1)
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2ka1 + ba 2
;
( f + c1 )(4k 2 − b 2 )
2ka 2 + ba1
r2 =
( f + c 2 )(4k 2 − b 2 )

On the other hand, if k>b, the profit function of supplier,
πS, is a concave function of f.
Proof for Theorem 1: By differentiating π1 in (4) with
respect to r1, we can obtain:
∂π1/∂r1=[a-kP1+bP2-k r1 (f+c1)]( f+c1)

(7)

∂2π1/∂r12= -2k( f+c1)2<0

(8)

r1 =

In (16), a1= a-k(f+c1) +b(f+c2); a2= a-k(f+c2) +b(f+c1).
Substituting (16) in (14), we obtained:

So π1 is a concave function of r1 , and it reaches its max.
if ∂π1/∂r1=0. For π2
∂π2/∂r2=[ a-kP2+bP1- k r2 (f+c2)]( f+c2)
∂2π2/∂r22= -2k( f+c2)2<0

2k2(c1+c2+4f-2c)+(2f-c+c1)[kb(f+c2)+a(2k+b)]/(f+c1)+(2f(17)
c+c2)[kb(f+c1)+a(2k+b)]/(f+c2)=2a(4k2-b2)/(k-b)

(9)
(10)

Equation (17) is a cubic equation with one variable, and
the optimal f* can be obtained by solving the equation.
Substituting this f* in (16), we can obtain the optimal ri*.
Because of the complexity of the optimal solutions, we
will not show these solutions in details.

So π2 is a concave function of r2, and it reaches its max. if
∂π2/∂r2=0. For πS
∂π S/∂f=2a+(b-k)[P2+P1+(2+r1+r2)(f-c)]
∂ π S/∂f =2(b-k)( f+c2)
2

2

2

(16)

(11)
(12)

If k>b, the profit function of supplier, πS, is a concave
function of f, and it reaches its maximum if ∂πS/∂f=0.

4. Union Decision
If assembler and supplier make a union decision, they
will form a new system, and the three participant's game
will be turned into an optimal decision-making question
of one SC. In union decision model, the profit of SC is
maximized according to the principle that the total profit
is much more important than that of one participant.
When maximizing total profit, the assignment of total
profit to each participant can be adjusted in order to make
each participant gain as many profits as possible, which is
a union profit distribution problem. The profit each
participant gains must be more than what it gains under
no-union decision.
In union decision model, the supplier sale price f is
regarded as inner transfer price, which influences each
participant’s profit, but not on the total profit. The total
profit is determined by product cost and retail price, and
decision-making of supplier sale price f will be an
effective way to coordinate the relationship between
participants in the SC.
The total profit of assembly products supply chain is
the sum of three participants’ profits in SC:

3. Nash Game
In Nash game model, the strategy of one participant must
be the optimal response to the strategies adopted by the
others (Nash [7]). In assembly products supply chain, the
decision-making variable of assembler i is price markup
rate ri, and that of supplier is component sale price f,
which belongs to a continuous real number field. The
maximal profit of assembler i can be described by a
mathematical model: max π i ( ri ) . It is known from
ri

theorem 1 that the optimal price markup rate ri meets the
equation: ∂πi/∂ri=0. From (7) and (9), we can obtain:
a-k(f+c1)(1+2r1)+b( f+c2)(1+r2)=0 ; a-k(f+c2)(1+2r2)+b( f
(13)
+c1)(1+r1)=0
For the same reason, the optimal supplier sale price meets
equation: ∂πs/∂f=0. From (11), we have:
2a+(b-k)[(2+r1+r2)(2f-c)+c1(1+r1)+ c2(1+r2)]=0

(2a /(k − b) − c1 (1+ r1 ) − c2 (1 + r2 ))
f=
+c/ 2
2(2 + r1 + r2 )

(14)

π=π1+π2+πs=(a-kP1+bP2)( P1- f- c1)+ (a-kP2+bP1)( P2- f- c
(18)
2)+[2a+(P2+P1)( b- k)]( f- c)

(15)

From the system theory point of view, the assembly
products supply chain can be regarded as a system. The
input of the system is supplier’s cost c, assembler’s costs
c1 and c2. The output of the system is the product retail
prices P1 and P2. Thus, the SC total profit is the sum of
the profits of products 1 and 2:

In Nash equilibrium of assembly products supply
chain, given the supplier’s pricing strategy f, the optimal
price markup rate ri of assembler i can be obtained from
(13). Similarly, we can obtain the optimal supplier sale
price f from (15) if the assemblers’ price markup rate
strategies are given. So the pricing strategy of Nash
equilibrium can be obtained from the combination of (13)
and (15).
From (13), the optimal ri can be obtained:

π=(a-kP1+bP2)( P1- c - c1)+ (a-kP2+bP1)( P2- c – c2) (19)
In union decision model, decision variables are price
markup rate ri and component sale price f. It is easy to
prove that π, the total profit function of SC, is a concave
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assembler 2. So we can conclude that enterprise’s cost
determines its profit and status in SC. The increasing of
one assembler’s cost will make its profit and supplier’s
profit reduce, but benefit its competitor. The variety
charts with the changing of assembler 2’s cost is the same
as Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 reveals the changing of Nash equilibrium
solution curves when the supplier’s cost varies from 50 to
200. The data are shown in Tab. 2. Several conclusions
can be drawn: 1). With the increasing of supplier’s cost,
all the parameters will decrease except supplier sale price
f. The raising of supplier cost leads its profit decrease, so
supplier will increase its monopoly component sale price.
As a result, assembler has to cut down product price
markup rate in order to avoid high retail price affecting
market demand. Namely supplier transfers some profit
loss caused by cost increasing to assembler, which makes
assembler profit cut down. 2). The extent of supplier
profit decreasing is higher than that of assembler, due to
the reason that the source of profit loss comes directly
from supplier’s cost increasing, and assembler only
adjusts its price markup rate to this loss to a finite extent.
3). On the other hand, because an entity in SC only gives
finite reactions to external circumstances’ changing, the
increasing of the supplier’s cost will ultimately make
assembly products’ retail price increase, which makes
market demand diminish. So we can say that high
supplier’s cost will make every participant’s profit loss in
the SC.
Fig. 4 shows the changing of Nash equilibrium
solution curves when assembler 1’s cost varies from 700
to 800. The data are shown in Tab. 3. We can draw some
conclusions from Fig. 4 and Tab. 3:1) With the increasing
of assembler 1’s cost, the parameters of supplier and
assembler 1 will decrease, while those of assembler 2 will
increase. Because the increasing of assembler 1’s cost will
make its retail price increase, it will make its product
market demand cut down. If product market demand cuts
down, the demand of key component supplied by supplier
will also cut down. As a result, the supplier’s key
component sale price will cut down, and its profit will
decrease. On the other hand, assemblers 1 and 2 are
competitors in market, and the increasing of product 1’s
retail price will make product 2’s market demand
increase. Thus, the profit and markup rate of assembler 2
will increase. 2) There is a point of intersection in Fig. 4,
which shows that the price markup rate, demand and
profit will be the same for the two assemblers if the other
components cost of assembler 1 is equal to that of
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Table 1
The generated data when market scale changing in Nash game
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a 1000 1120 1240 1360 1480 1600 1720
f 147.25 193.17 237.96 281.76 324.70 366.88 408.37
r1 0.013 0.037 0.060 0.081 0.101 0.119 0.137
r2 0.040 0.064 0.086 0.107 0.126 0.145 0.162
2729 7691 15282 25583 38665 54589
π1 300
π2 2628 7428 14797 24826 37593 53165 71601
πs 4583 18240 40844 72278 112440 161237 218585
π 7511 28398 63331 112385 175616 253067 344774
q1 24.5 73.9 124.0 174.8 226.2 278.1 330.4
q2 72.5 121.9 172.0 222.8 274.2 326.1 378.4
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Fig. 3. The variety charts with supplier’s cost changing
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